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About This Content

Following the Fall of France, a plan is conceived to invade the United Kingdom. Can air and naval superiority over the English
Channel be achieved? Will the establishment of a beachhead in south-east England be successful? Will the German flag be

hoisted above London? Take command of German forces and some of their allies and prepare for the largest amphibious assault
in German history.

Operation Sea Lion is a massive expansion of 30 scenarios, using features never attempted in Panzer Corps before. Auxiliary
ground, air and naval forces that survive a mission may follow your army into the next mission, repair/build bridges and

airfields, gain naval and air superiority, structures and units switching sides, defecting troops. Sea Lion features an elaborate
campaign structure with three possible amphibious operations to chose from. Fight your way up from southern England to the

Orkney Islands in the north.

The campaign can be started with the core force from DLC 40, so you can begin the invasion of England with the core forces
that emerged victorious in France. Alternatively players can start with a preset core force.

Scenario list
Channel Islands, Eagle Attack, Dover, Canterbury, Gravesend, Crossing the Thames, Basildon, Luton, Brighton, Newick,
Guildford, Reading, Farnborough, Milton Keynes, Gibraltar, Lyme Regis, Minehead, Plymouth, Shepton Mallet, Bristol,

Besieging London, Storming London, Oxford, Coventry, Irish Sea, North Sea, Hadrian's Wall, Antonine's Wall, Orkney Islands,
Reykjavik.
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IT'S F***ING OWESOME!!!. I played it alot - even the predecessor space tripper. I think it is a difficult but entertaining game.
It is sure worth 5€ if you like old - school top down shooters. You cant learn the steering properly in under 2 hours - no need to
pay attention to reviews with a playtimetime below that.. That was really cool, I there is more to come.. Really nice game where
you can deck out your profile using the achievement showcase. On sale it goes by 49 cents which is a nice price. Unlike other
games with a good amount of achievements this one doesn't spam as you have to do certain things to get most of it (such as
destroying x number of tanks using a certain weapon). Play it if you don't have anything to do.. This game in 5min
https://youtu.be/P2kmgI5kmiw

an arcade like top down shooter.
it's enjoyable but you can only play story mode to the end.

gameplay
easy lets you take your time and you don't need to worry about deaths much but normal you'll need to rush as there is a radiation
timer that when it runs out you'll take damage also your limited on replacement troops.
you control 4 characters grabbing power-ups to survive mission and hack computers.
if you lose 1-3 of your characters you can get replacements.
they level up as you do missions and you can buy a few hats (4 or 5) for style.
each time you go out your given a set of missions with a random difficulty and other info so you can pick what you want.
you try to survive missions and download info from the computer on each level.
once you beat it you can restart with your character levels.. why
-67 haunted
-help me
6/100. I played the original version of this game from Sierra. Back in 1994 I loved the hell out of this game. When I saw that
there was a remake of it a few years back I had to buy it and it did not disappoint. I've always been a massive fan of Sierra's
products, Space Quest, King's Quest, Police Quest, Quest for Glory, all of which are amazing games IMO. But when this came
out it was a completely different kind of game than I was used to from the company. It definitely has more of an adult or teen
vibe, so if your a fan of classic point and click games, or Sierra, or mystery, then I definitely recommend this game.

It is very entertaining and you actually get to learn new things about the history of Voodoo in New Orleans.. Got this in a bundle
(obviously).

This is a combo 3D platformer/puzzle game. This should make it an instant hit, but the implementation is as bizarre as it is
faulty.

For some reason, making the game story delivery as craphouse as an old dead 1990's 2d pixel RPG seemed like the developers
choice for a "great idea". It fails.

The environment is 3D, but uses really simple polygons and poor quality textures.

Even more bizarrely, the characters in this environment are 2D retro pixel cardboard cutouts.

I get that this is the developers attempt at "art", but as always, in any video game, this notable failure to hire digital artists just
comes across as lazy. "art" is not an excuse for failing to bother to put any effort into the graphics for a game. Art is not "easy",
it's hard work. Review the Sistine Chapel if unsure.
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The game might have been okay if the developer had put some effort into all aspects of the game... the levels themselves are
fairly rich and interesting but the shoddy delivery on graphics ruins any enjoyment. So of course, I can't recommend this one..
Great, funny game after 8 hrs in, did not crash 1 time, had a few laughs, woth its price.
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Loved every second of it .Surprisingly fun . Great Special moves, The cut scenes were funny . Can we get a part 2 please ?. a
short but enjoyable adventure - my only negative is THE FONT!!! ie. the hideous and hard to read font used in all the notes -
spent much more time reading (more like deciphering) notes than anyone should have to - and even more tragic was the fact that
they used the same font for the game credits - so i couldn't even see the names of the wonderful people behind this game -
poetic justice perhaps? anyway, cred to the makers (whoever the hell they were - hehehe) - would recommend this game as good
fun, if you can handle said sad font :) i feel i should also say at this point that i'm an ex-typesetter so font issues really get me
going!. This game is pure adrenaline.

Do not play this if you have potato fingers like me.. A very simple premise that become less so as the game continues. There are
a variety of ways to solve the puzzles presented before you. Make sure the settings are on a level your computer can handle.
https://youtu.be/kV4nGjfBWGo. awesome game, needs some optimization but im sure that will come in the next update or so....
I love it, very interesting and bloody.. Chill game to play when you are bored. The quirky music and colorful graphics make the
game very enjoyable. However you may want more if you want to devote some time into a game.

7.5/10. If you are looking for something like the old Moto Racers that you can sink some real time in to I'd suggest trying Ride
2, the handling in this is far too vague for me to get anything out of it.

A bit of a shame - it looks really cool and I was at least hoping for something along the lines of the original Burnout in the
handling but there's no finesse to it.

With enough assists and some grippy tyres you can have some good arcade-leaning fun in Ride 2, or switch off the assists for
some extra depth if you want it!. Unfortunately needs a lot more work, which just isn't happening with 1-2 udates a year :(
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